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(57) ABSTRACT 

The information matching apparatus includes: a training data 
setting unit that sets Supervised data in a machine learning 
device of Supervised learning that learns judgment criteria 
used forajudgment of identicalness, similarity, and relevance 
between a plurality of records by matching the records con 
figured by sets of values corresponding to items; a checkpoint 
setting unit that sets a check point configured by one set of 
two records used for evaluating the set Supervised data; and a 
learning result evaluation unit, for the set check point, 
acquires a change between a judgment result using judgment 
criteria derived as a result of learning based on set first Super 
vised data and a judgment result using judgment criteria 
derived as a result of learning based on set second Supervised 
data set and evaluates the Supervised data based on the 
acquired change. 
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INFORMATION MATCHINGAPPARATUS, 
METHOD OF MATCHING INFORMATION, 
AND COMPUTER READABLE STORAGE 

MEDIUM HAVING STORED INFORMATION 
MATCHING PROGRAM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is based upon and claims the ben 
efit of priority of the prior Japanese Patent Application No. 
2011-017222, filed on Jan. 28, 2011, the entire contents of 
which are incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD 

0002. The embodiment discussed here is directed to an 
information matching apparatus, a method of matching infor 
mation, and an information matching program. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Recently, in a variety of fields, supervised learning 
is used. The Supervised learning represents a learning system 
in which labeled data is learned by a machine learning device 
as Supervised data, and the label of test data is predicted. As a 
machine learning device of Supervised learning, a Support 
vector machine (SVM) is known. 
0004 For example, a technique applied to the diagnosis of 
medical images is disclosed in a medical field, and Supervised 
data as a support vector (SV) is acquired for a category of 
abnormal shading and a category of normal shading based on 
Supervised data group. Then, an identification function for 
maximizing a margin area is calculated based on the Super 
vised data as the support vector, and a SVM is built. At this 
time, it is judged whether or not the supervised data as the SV 
is an appropriate SV. In a case where it is judged that the 
Supervised data is judged as an inappropriate SV, the Super 
vised data judged as the inappropriate SV is removed, and an 
SV and an identification function are calculated again. 
0005 For records each configured by a set of values, as a 
function for combining the records and judging the identity, 
the similarity, and the relevance between the records, there is 
a name identification function. In the name identification 
function, for example, a set of records to be identified is 
referred to as a name identification Source, and a set of records 
that are opponents for identification is referred to as an iden 
tification destination. FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating the 
name identification function. As illustrated in FIG. 9, in a 
name identification process that realizes the name identifica 
tion function, a record that is the same as the name identifi 
cation source, a record that is similar to the name identifica 
tion Source, or a record that is relevant to the name 
identification source is detected from the name identification 
target, and a detection result is output as a result of the name 
identification process. Relating to the name identification 
function, there is a technique for name identification that uses 
Supervised learning. 
0006 Patent Document 1: Japanese Laid-open Patent 
Publication No. 2005-198970 
0007 First, a conventional name identification function 
will be described with reference to FIGS. 10 to 12. FIG. 10 is 
a diagram illustrating the operation of the name identification 
function. As illustrated in FIG. 10, in a name identification 
process that realizes the name identification function, each 
record J1 of the name identification source is collated with 
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records M (M1 to Mn) of the name identification target so that 
name identification is performed. 
0008. In the name identification process, the values of 
each item of the identification target (referred to as a “name 
identification item') of the record J1 of the name identifica 
tion source and a record M1 of the name identification target 
are collated by applying an evaluation function that is defined 
for each name identification item thereto. Here, it is assumed 
that the name identification items include a name, an address, 
and a date of birth, and, in the name identification process, a 
matching is made by applying each evaluation function of fac 
) to a name, fb() to an address, and fe() to a date of birth out 
of the name identification items. Then, the evaluation value of 
each name identification item that is derived as a result of the 
matching is weighted in accordance with the name identifi 
cation item, and the acquired values are added together, 
whereby a total evaluation value is derived. In addition, in the 
name identification process, total evaluation values are 
derived for all the remaining records M2 to Mn of the name 
identification target with respect to the record J1 of the name 
identification source. In each name identification process, a 
name identification candidate set that includes the total evalu 
ation values for sets of the record J1 of the name identification 
source and the records M1 to Mn of the name identification 
target is generated. 
0009. Then, in the name identification process, a name 
identification is judged for sets of records that belong to the 
name identification candidate set based on thresholds defined 
in advance. For example, in the name identification process, a 
set of records that are judged to be completely matched with 
each other is automatically judged as “White', and a set of 
records that are judged not to be matched at all is automati 
cally judged as "Black', and the results are output as identi 
fication results. In addition, in the name identification pro 
cess, a set of records that is difficult to automatically judge is 
judged as "Gray' and is output to a candidate list. Then, the 
judgment of the set output to the candidate list is assigned to 
a staff. In addition, as name identification definitions that are 
need to be set by a staff, there are a selection of name identi 
fication items, a selection of evaluation functions, and setting 
of weighing factors and thresholds. 
0010 Next, a detailed example of the name identification 
process will be described with reference to FIGS. 11 and 12. 
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an example of the data 
structure of name identification definitions, FIG.11(A) illus 
trates the contents of the name identification definitions, and 
FIG.11(B) illustrates a detailed example of the name identi 
fication definitions. FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating a 
detailed example of the name identification. 
0011. As illustrated in FIG.11(A), in the name identifica 
tion definition, a name identification method d1, a name iden 
tification Source designation d2, a name identification target 
designation d3, a name identification item designation d4, 
and a threshold d5 are associated with one another for the 
definition. In the name identification method d1, a method of 
identifying names is designated. For example, as a method of 
identifying names, there is a “self name identification' in 
which name identification is performed between records 
within a set in a round-robin System with one record set being 
set as a target, and duplicate records are eliminated by detect 
ing records that match each other. In the self name identifi 
cation, since the name identification Source and the name 
identification target are the same set, the structures (items of 
the record) thereof are the same. In addition, as another 
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method of identifying names, there is a “different party name 
identification' in which name identification is performed on a 
combination of a name identification source record and a 
name identification target record, with respect to different 
sets of the name identification source and the name identifi 
cation target, records that match each other between the name 
identification source and the name identification target are 
detected, and the corresponding records are associated with 
each other. In the different party name identification, since the 
name identification source and the name identification target 
are different sets, generally, the structures (items of records) 
thereof are different from each other. In the name identifica 
tion Source designation d2, access information of the name 
identification source Such as a database name and items of a 
record of the name identification source are designated. In the 
name identification target designation d3, access information 
of the name identification target Such as a database name and 
items of a record of the name identification target are desig 
nated. In the name identification item designation d4, the 
name identification items are designated as a combination of 
items of the name identification source and items of the name 
identification target, and an evaluation function and a weight 
ing factor that are applied to each name identification item are 
designated. In addition, in the threshold d5, a upper threshold 
used for judging “White' and a lower threshold used for 
judging "Black” are designated. 
0012. As illustrated in FIG. 11 (B), for example, in the 
name identification method d1, the “self-name identification' 
is designated. In the access information of the name identifi 
cation Source designation d2, a “customer table' is desig 
nated, and, in the record information of the name identifica 
tion source designation d2, items of an identification (ID), a 
name, a Zip code, an address, and a date of birth are desig 
nated. In addition, in a case where the name identification 
method is the “self-name identification', the name identifi 
cation target designation d3 is the same as the information of 
the name identification source, and a definition thereof is not 
necessary. In the name identification item designation d4, the 
name identification items are designated as name: name, Zip 
code: zip code, address: address, and date of birth: date of 
birth. The reason for this is that the name identification item 
is designated as a set of an item of the name identification 
Source and an item of the name identification target, and in a 
case where the name identification method is the “self-name 
identification', the record configurations are the same, and 
thus, generally, the same item names are designated as the set. 
For each name identification item, an evaluation function and 
a weighting factor to be applied are designated. For example, 
in a case where the name identification item is “name: name'. 
'edit distance' is designated as the evaluation function, and 
0.3 is designated as the weighting factor. On the other hand, in 
a case where the name identification item is "Zip code: Zip 
code', 'complete matching is designated as the evaluation 
function, and 0.2 is designated as the weighting factor. In the 
threshold d5, 0.72 is designated as the higher threshold, and 
0.26 is designated as the lower threshold. Hereinafter, a name 
identification item in which the same item names are paired 
will be represented as one item name. For example, “name 
identification item name: name' is represented as “name 
identification item name'. Here, the "edit distance' is an 
evaluation function that represents a minimum number of 
times of editing at the time of transforming the value of the 
name identification target into the value of the name identi 
fication source for a combination of values of the name iden 
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tification items of the name identification source and the 
name identification target, as a distance. For example, in a 
case where a transformation is not necessary, 1.0 is returned, 
and, in a case where all the transformations are necessary, 0 is 
returned. On the other hand, in a case where some of the 
transformations are sufficient, a value in the range of 0 to 1.0 
is returned in accordance with the number of the transforma 
tions. Here, the “complete matching” is an evaluation func 
tion that represents whether or not two values are completely 
matched with each otherfor a combination of the values of the 
name identification items of the name identification Source 
and the name identification target. In a case where the two 
values are completely matched with each other 1.0 is 
returned, but otherwise 0 is returned. In addition, the evalua 
tion function is not limited thereto, and there is an “N-gram 
that evaluates the degree in which N characters adjacent to 
each other for the value of the name identification source are 
included in the value of the name identification target or the 
like. 

0013 FIG. 12 illustrates an intermediate transition and a 
result of a name identification process with respect to one 
record M1 of the name identification source and each name 
identification target, as a part of the name identification pro 
cess defined in FIG. 11. In the customer table M of the name 
identification target, for example, two million records are 
stored. In the name identification process, each one of the 
records is used as a name identification target and collated 
with the record M1 of the name identification source. For 
example, in the name identification process, as an intermedi 
ate result of the matching, for each set of the record M1 of the 
name identification source and records M1 to M6 of the name 
identification target, a result of applying the evaluation func 
tion, a weighting result, and a total evaluation value are output 
with being associated with one another. Then, in the name 
identification process, after the matching, for each set of the 
record M1 of the name identification source and the records 
M1 to M6 of the name identification target, the judgment on 
the name identification is made, and the judgment results are 
output. 
0014) Next, the name identification function performed by 
a machine learning unit corresponding to a machine learning 
device will be described with reference to FIG. 13. FIG. 13 is 
a diagram illustrating name identification that is performed 
by the machine learning unit. As illustrated in FIG. 13, in the 
name identification process that realizes the name identifica 
tion function, a machine learning unit that realizes Supervised 
learning is provided. The machine learning unit acquires a 
training data that is Supervised data representing an example 
of a record pair that represents a positive judgment result and 
learns judgment criteria used in the name identification pro 
cess using the acquired training data. These judgment criteria 
are used as a threshold that is applied to the weighting of each 
name identification item and the judgment of a name identi 
fication target record. 
0015 Then, in the name identification process, a record of 
the name identification source is combined with a record of 
the name identification target, and a judgment of the name 
identification is made by using the judgment criteria acquired 
by the machine learning device, and the judgment result is 
output. At this time, in the name identification process, a set 
that is difficult to automatically judge for the name identifi 
cation is output to the candidate list so as to be given over to 
a judgment made by a staff. Then, for the set output to the 
candidate list, by appropriately feeding back a training data in 
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accordance with the judgment made by a staff, the name 
identification process realizes a high-accuracy judgment 
through Supervised learning. 
0016. However, in a name identification process per 
formed by a conventional machine learning device, there is no 
unit that verifies the validness of a training data or a contra 
diction between training datas, and accordingly, it is difficult 
to generate an appropriate training data and apply appropriate 
feedback to the training data. 
0017. In addition, in the name identification process per 
formed by a conventional machine learning device, since 
there is no unit that evaluates incorrect learning, it is difficult 
to prevent the quality of the judgment result of a name iden 
tification from being degraded. In other words, in a case 
where the machine learning device performs incorrect learn 
ing (erroneous learning) based on an incorrect training data or 
performs incorrect learning (over-learning) based on biased 
training datas due to addition of biased training datas in a 
large scale, it is difficult to detect the degradation of correct 
ness of the judgment result of the name identification. As a 
result, it is difficult to prevent the quality of the judgment 
result of the name identification from being degraded. 

SUMMARY 

0018. According to an aspect of an embodiment of the 
invention, an information matching apparatus includes a pro 
cessor, a memory. The processor executes setting Supervised 
data in a machine learning device of supervised learning that 
learns judgment criteria used for a judgment of identicalness, 
similarity, and relevance between a plurality of records by 
matching the records configured by sets of values correspond 
ing to items, setting a checkpoint configured by one set of two 
records used for evaluating the Supervised data set at the 
setting Supervised data; and evaluating, for the checkpoint set 
at the setting a checkpoint, by acquiring a change between a 
judgment result using judgment criteria derived as a result of 
learning based on first Supervised data set at the setting Super 
vised data and a judgment result using judgment criteria 
derived as a result of learning based on second Supervised 
data set at the setting Supervised data and by evaluating the 
Supervised databased on the acquired change. 
0019. The object and advantages of the embodiment will 
be realized and attained by means of the elements and com 
binations particularly pointed out in the claims. 
0020. It is to be understood that both the foregoing general 
description and the following detailed description are exem 
plary and explanatory and are not restrictive of the embodi 
ment, as claimed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0021 FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating the 
configuration of an information matching apparatus accord 
ing to an embodiment; 
0022 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the principle of a 
learning result evaluating process according to an embodi 
ment, 
0023 FIG.3 is a diagram illustrating a specific example of 
an evaluation index according to an embodiment; 
0024 FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a specific example of 
the reflection of an evaluation result for each evaluation 
index; 
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0025 FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a learning result 
evaluating operation of a learning result evaluating unit 
according to an embodiment; 
0026 FIG. 6A is a flowchart illustrating a learning result 
evaluating process according to an embodiment; 
0027 FIG. 6B is a flowchart illustrating an evaluation 
result reflecting process according to an embodiment; 
0028 FIG. 6C is a flowchart illustrating a neighbor train 
ing data searching process according to an embodiment; 
0029 FIG. 7A is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is “accuracy rate of the judgment result of 
item no. “1”: 
0030 FIG. 7B is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is “change in the classification hyperplane' 
of item no. “2: 
0031 FIG. 7C is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is judgment of the significant point of item 
no. “3”; 
0032 FIG. 7D is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is “individual change trend in the judgment 
result of item no. “4”: 
0033 FIG. 7E is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is “trend in the total evaluation value' of 
item no. “5”: 
0034 FIG. 7F is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of the evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is “highest value of total evaluation values' 
of item no. “6”: 
0035 FIG. 7G is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is “trend in the weighting factor of item no. 
.7'. 
0036 FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a computer that 
executes an information matching program; 
0037 FIG.9 is a diagram illustrating a name identification 
function; 
0038 FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating the operation of the 
name identification function; 
0039 FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an example of the 
data structure of a name identification definition; 
0040 FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the name identification; 
0041 FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating a name identifica 
tion process using a machine learning device; 
0042 FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a matching through 
learning: 
0043 FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating a learning process 
of an SVM; 
0044 FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the processing 
sequence of the name identification process through learning; 
0045 FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a learning model 
(an example of an SVM); and 
0046 FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating the effect of learn 
1ng. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT 

0047 Preferred embodiments of the present invention will 
be explained with reference to accompanying drawings. In 
the following embodiment, a case will be described in which 
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a Support vector machine (SVM) is used as a machine learn 
ing device that allows the information matching apparatus to 
perform Supervised-learning, and before the description of 
the embodiment is presented, a name identification technique 
using the SVM will be described. However, the invention is 
not limited to the embodiment. 

0048 Name Identification Technique Using SVM 
0049 FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a matching through 
leaning. As illustrated in FIG. 14, a learning unit (SVM) 100 
performs learning through a training data SO by using results 
(evaluation values) of evaluation functions fa to fe for each 
name identification item as attributes and derives weighting 
factors a1 to a3 for each evaluation value as an attribute and a 
threshold v0 used for judging a total evaluation value by 
acquiring a classification hyperplane. The SVM 100 outputs 
the weighting factors a1 to a3 and the threshold v0 that have 
been derived as a learning result. Then, in a name identifica 
tion process, a name identification is performed for a name 
identification source J by using a learning result of a name 
identification target M. In other words, in the name identifi 
cation process, a matching is performed by using the weight 
ing factors a1 to a3 that are output as learning results for each 
name identification item, and a total evaluation value, which 
is acquired as a matching result, as a judgment target is 
calculated as a distance from the classification hyperplane 
derived through learning, and aljudgment is made for the total 
evaluation value based on the threshold. The classification 
hyperplane will be described later. 
0050. Next, the learning process of the SVM 100 will be 
described in more detail. FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating the 
learning process of the SVM. As illustrated in FIG. 15, a set of 
training datas is input to the SVM 100, in which a set of 
records to be judged to match each other is set to a training 
data of a positive example, and a set of records to be judged 
not to match each other is set as a training data of a negative 
example. Then, the SVM 100 evaluates values of the name 
identification items of the name identification source J and the 
name identification target M based on the evaluation func 
tions fa to fic using training datas belonging to the training 
data set that is input and derives judgment criteria that realize 
a judgment that matches a judgment result (positive 
example=White, and negative example=Black) that is given 
in advance as the training data at the time of judging the 
results (evaluation values) acquired through the evaluation. 
The derived judgment criteria are the weighting factors a1 to 
a3, the classification hyperplane sO, and the threshold v0 for 
each name identification item. Since the SVM 100 derives the 
weighting factors a1 to a3 and the threshold v0, the weighting 
factors and the threshold do not need to be set by a staff. As a 
result, according to the name identification function, a name 
identification can be performed by referring to the training 
datas. As name identification definitions that are needed to be 
set by a staff, there are selection of name identification items, 
selection of evaluation functions, and selection of a training 
data. 

0051. Next, the processing sequence of the name identifi 
cation process through learning will be described with refer 
ence to FIG. 16. FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the pro 
cessing sequence of the name identification process through 
learning. 
0052 First, a staff (for example, a user) sets name identi 
fication items and evaluation functions for each name identi 
fication item in Step S100. Then, the user generates training 
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datas for initial learning in Step S101. In other words, the user 
generates training datas as positive examples and training 
datas as negative examples. 
0053 Subsequently, the SVM 100 performs learning by 
using the generated training datas and derives the weighting 
factors and the threshold in Step S102. Then, the SVM 100 
sets the weighting factors and the threshold that have been 
derived as a result of the learning in the name identification 
process in Step S103. 
0054 Subsequently, in Step S104 of the name identifica 
tion process, a name identification is performed based on the 
weighting factors and the threshold that have been set. Then, 
in the name identification process, a judgment is made based 
on the set threshold for a total evaluation value that represents 
the result of the name identification in Step S105. In a case 
where the judgment made based on the threshold represents 
different (no matching) (Black in Step S105), the result of the 
name identification is output as Black in Step S106. On the 
other hand, in a case where the judgment made based on the 
threshold represents same (matching) (White in Step S105), 
the name identification process proceeds to Step S108. 
0055. In a case where it cannot judge to make a judgment 
based on the threshold (Gray in Step S105), in the name 
identification process, the judgment is left to the user in Step 
S107. In a case where the judgment made by the user repre 
sents different (no matching) (Black in Step S107), the user 
allows the process to proceed to Step S106 for setting the 
result of the name identification to Black. On the other hand, 
in a case where the judgment made by the user represents 
same (matching) (White in Step S107), the name identifica 
tion process proceeds to Step S108. Here, in a case where a 
feedback to the training data is done, for the feedback of the 
result of the name identification, the user allows the process to 
proceed to Step S101. At this time, a set judged to be different 
(Black) is registered in the training data of a negative 
example, and a set judged to be same (White) is registered in 
the training data of a positive example. 
0056 Subsequently, the user verifies the result of the name 
identification that has been judged to same in Step S108. 
Then, the user judges whether or not the result of the name 
identification that has been judged to same is valid in Step 
S109. In a case where the result of the name identification is 
judged not to be valid (No in Step S109), in order to modify 
the name identification items, the evaluation functions, or the 
training data, the process proceeds to Step S100 or Step S101. 
On the other hand, in a case where the result of the name 
identification is judged to be valid (Yes in Step S109), the 
result of the name identification is reflected on the name 
identification target and the like in Step S110. Here, in a case 
where the output of the setjudged to be Black is not necessary, 
Step S106 may be omitted. 
0057 Next, a learning model using an SVM as an example 
will be described. First, assumptions describing a learning 
model will be described. For a set of records as name identi 
fication targets, the result of calculation using the evaluation 
function for each name identification item is represented as an 
attribute X so as to form a vector (x1,..., xd) referred to as a 
“feature vector. For example, it is assumed that there are four 
name identification items including a name, a Zip code, an 
address, and a date of birth, and the evaluation functions of the 
name, the address, the Zip code, and the date of birth are fac), 
fb(), fc(), and fa). Then, in this example, d is “4”, and the 
feature vector is (an evaluation value acquired based on fac), 
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an evaluation value acquired based on fb(), an evaluation 
value acquired based on fic( ), and an evaluation value 
acquired based on fa). 
0058. Here, in a case where a feature vector X is (x1,... 

, X), a classification hyperplane g(x) is defined as in Equation 
(1). 

0059. Here, W denotes a weighting vector and is repre 
sented as (w, ..., w) that is configured by weighting factors 
for each attribute. In addition, b denotes a constant term. 
0060. In addition, as learning sample data (training data), 
the following information is given. 

(Z1.y1), ... (Ziyi), .. 

0061 Here, Z, is a feature vector of each training data and 
is an element of a combined set R' of name identification 
matchings. In addition, y, is a judgment result of the name 
identification and, for example, is +1 in the case of a positive 
example and is -1 in the case of a negative example. In other 
words, in a case where the judgment result of the name 
identification is regarded to be the same (White judgment), +1 
is defined as a positive example. On the other hand, in a case 
where the judgment result of the name identification is 
regarded to be different (Black judgment), -1 is defined as a 
negative example. 
0062 Under Such assumptions, a learning process in a 
learning model represents acquiring a classification hyper 
plane that has a set of points satisfying g(x)=0 as a hyperplane 
when a plurality of training datas are given. In other words, in 
order to derive a classification hyperplane as a (d-1)-dimen 
sion hyperplane used for separating (identifying) training 
datas distributed in a d-dimension space Such that a positive 
judgment result or a negative judgment result, which is des 
ignated in advance, is acquired for each training data, a 
weighting factor vector wi (1sisd) and a constant term b of 
the classification hyperplane g(x) are derived in the learning 
process. 
0063 FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a learning model 
(an example of an SVM). As illustrated in FIG. 17(A), when 
a training data as a positive example and a training data as a 
negative example are given, the SVM performing a learning 
process plots the feature vector of each training data in a 
d-dimension space. Since FIG. 17 is a two-dimension dia 
gram, a case is illustrated in which there are two name iden 
tification items. The SVM acquires a classification hyper 
plane S1, which is used for identifying each training data, for 
acquiring a result that coincides with the positivity or nega 
tivity of each training data. Here, an effective training data 
that is close to the classification hyperplane is referred to as a 
“Support vector. By selecting a Support vector and deriving 
a hyperplane Such that a minimum distance (margin) between 
the classification hyperplane and the Support vector in an 
Euclid space is maximized, the SVM derives a classification 
hyperplane that can identify the positivity or negativity of 
each training data more reliably. 
0064. As illustrated in FIG. 17(B), the SVM selects a 
negative Support vector V1 and a positive Support vector V2 
Such that a margin m between the classification hyperplane 
and the Support vector can be maximized and derives a clas 
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sification hyperplane S2. Described in more detail, the maxi 
mizing of the margin m represents that a weighting factor W 
maximizing the feature vector X is acquired when the total 
evaluation value is 1 (=WX+b). When b is assumed to be 
Zero, X is 1/W. Accordingly, in order to maximize the feature 
vector X, the weighting factor W is minimized. Described in 
more detail, since the margin m of a case illustrated in FIG. 
17(A) is larger than that of a case illustrated in FIG. 17(B), the 
SVM derives the classification hyperplane as illustrated in 
FIG. 17(B). 
0065. When the SVM derives a classification hyperplane 
So as to maximize the margin, there is a case where it is 
difficult to linearly classify a training data. In other words, 
there is a case where a training data does not coincide with its 
positivity or negativity. Even in such a case, the SVMallows 
an identification error to Some degree and uses a method 
(called a soft margin) in which a classification hyperplane is 
derived so as to maximize the margin while minimizing the 
identification error. 

0066. As described above, through the learning process of 
the SVM, a classification hyperplane and a maximized mar 
gin can be acquired as the result of the learning process. By 
using this result of the learning process, the evaluation of a 
name identification can be performed for the feature vector of 
a set of records as the name identification target. FIG. 18 is a 
diagram illustrating the effect of learning. As illustrated in 
FIG. 21, in the learning process, in order to maximize the 
margin, a classification hyperplane S3 on which WX+b=0 is 
derived, and a negative limit plane on which WX+b=-1 and 
a positive limit plane on which WX+b=1 are selected. A total 
evaluation value that is calculated based on the feature vector 
X, the weighting factor W. and the constant b is represented as 
a value in the range of -oo to +OO as a minimum distance 
between the feature vector and the classification hyperplane 
s3. The total evaluation value of the support vector as super 
vised data that is in contact with the positive limit plane is +1. 
and the total evaluation value as Supervised data that is in 
contact with the negative limit plane is -1. Accordingly, in the 
name identification process, when the total evaluation value 
of the feature vector of a set of records as the name identifi 
cation target other than the Supervised data by using the 
weighting factor W and the constant b as the result of the 
learning is calculated (a mark o or a mark () illustrated in 
FIG. 18), White, Black, or Gray can be judged based on the 
calculated total evaluation value. This feature is called gen 
eralization and is a distinctive feature of the SVM. In other 
words, White is judged in a case where the total evaluation 
value is +1 or more, Black is judged in a case where the total 
evaluation value is less than -1 (the direction of -o), and 
Gray is judged in a case where the absolute value of the total 
evaluation value is less than one, whereby a judgment can be 
realized which matches the training data. 
0067. In addition, the above-described total evaluation 
value is calculated based on the feature vector X, the weight 
ing factor W. and the constant b, and although the principle of 
the SVM is described in which thresholds are fixed values as 
an upper limit threshold=WX--b=+1 and a lower limit 
threshold=WX--b=-1, by moving the constant term b to the 
right side, the thresholds can be variable values as an upper 
limit threshold=WX=+1-b and a lower limit 
threshold=WX=-1-b. In such a case, the total evaluation 
value can be calculated as WX, and the thresholds can be 
calculated as the upper limit threshold=+1-b, and the lower 
limit threshold=-1-b. 
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0068. In the embodiment illustrated below, an information 
matching apparatus, a method of matching information, and 
an information matching program that use a learning process 
of the SVM will be described. 

0069 Configuration of Information Matching Apparatus 
According to Embodiment 
0070 FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating the 
configuration of an information matching apparatus accord 
ing to an embodiment. An information matching apparatus 1 
is an apparatus that collates records for a plurality of records 
that are configured by a set of values corresponding to items 
and judges the identity, the similarity, and the relevance 
between the records. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the information 
matching apparatus 1 includes a storage unit 11 and a control 
unit 12. 

0071. The storage unit 11 includes a name identification 
source DB 111, a name identification target DB 112, a name 
identification definition 113, a training data 114, a check 
point 115, and an evaluation result 116. Here, the storage unit 
11 is a storage device including a semiconductor memory 
device such as a random access memory (RAM) or a flash 
memory, a hard disk, or an optical disc. 
0072 The name identification source DB 111 is a database 
(DB) that stores a plurality of records (name identification 
source records) for which a name is identified. The name 
identification target DB 112 is a DB that stores a plurality of 
records (name identification target records) that are oppo 
nents of the name identification. Here, items of the name 
identification source DB 111 and the name identification 
target DB 112 may be completely matched with each other, 
partially matched with each other, or not matched with each 
other at all, or some items thereof may have relevance. In 
addition, the name identification source DB 111 and the name 
identification target DB 112 may be DBs that have the same 
types of information or may be one DB. Furthermore, the 
name identification source DB 111 may not necessarily be a 
DB but may be an XML file, a CSV file, or the like as long as 
it has a sequential record fetching function. Similarly, the 
name identification target DB 112 may not necessarily be a 
DB but may be an XML file, a CSV file, or the like as long as 
it has a sequentially record fetching function and a search 
function using a key (ID). 
0073. The training data 114 is supervised data judged in 
advance as one set of a name identification Source record and 
a name identification target record of which the name identi 
fication result is self-evident, and there are a training data of 
a positive example that represents that the name identification 
result is matching and a training data of a negative example 
that represents that the name identification result is no-match 
ing. In addition, not only a latest training data (new training 
data) but a training data (old training data) in the past that is 
used for the comparison evaluation is stored. 
0074 The checkpoint 115 is a sample used for evaluating 
the training data 114 and is defined for each set of a name 
identification source record and a name identification target 
record. In addition, the name identification definition 113 and 
the evaluation result 116 will be described later. 

0075. The control unit 12 performs evaluation of a name 
identification for a checkpoint used for evaluating a training 
data used in a learning process by using a learning result that 
is derived by supervised learning. Then, the control unit 12 
monitors a change in the evaluation result and evaluates 
“good” or “bad” of the learning result. 
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0076. Here, the principle of a learning result evaluating 
process performed by the control unit 12 will be described 
with reference to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the 
principle of the learning result evaluating process according 
to an embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 2, in the learning 
result evaluating process performed by the control unit 12, a 
judgment result of a name identification judged by using the 
learning result learned using one training data (old training 
data) for a specified checkpoint P of White is calculated. In 
addition, in the learning result evaluating process, a judgment 
result of a name identification judged by using a learning 
result relearned by using a new training data that is a training 
data different from the old training data for the same check 
point P is calculated. Since the classification hyperplane and 
the margin area (a limit Surface between positive and negative 
judgments) change in accordance with the relearning, the 
total evaluation value and the judgment for the same check 
point P also change. Then, in the learning result evaluating 
process, since “White' representing the judgment result that 
is based on the old training data changes to “Gray' represent 
ing the judgment result that is based on the new training data, 
the checkpoint P of White isjudged as a bad change. In other 
words, in the learning result evaluating process, it is evaluated 
that the learning result learned using the new training data is 
worse than the learning result learned using the old training 
data. 

0077. In addition, in the learning result evaluating process 
performed by the control unit 12, a judgment result of a name 
identification judged by using one training data (old training 
data) for a specified check point P of Black is calculated. 
Furthermore, in the learning result evaluating process, a judg 
ment result of a name identification judged by using a learn 
ing result relearned by using a new training data that is a 
training data different from the old training data for the same 
check point P is calculated. Then, in the learning result 
evaluating process, for the checkpoint P of Black, although 
both the judgment result acquired by using the old training 
data and the judgment result acquired by using the new train 
ing data are "Black', the total evaluation value changes from 
“-3’ to '-2' in a direction closer to the classification hyper 
plane, whereby a bad judgment is judged. In other words, in 
the learning result evaluating process, it is evaluated that the 
learning result learned using the new training data is worse 
than the learning result learned using the old training data. As 
above, in the learning result evaluating process, for a check 
point, the change in judgment results for the new and old 
training datas is monitored, and a change in a good direction 
ora change inabad direction is judged, thereby evaluating the 
new training data and the learning result acquired by using the 
new training data as good or bad. 
(0078. By referring back to FIG. 1, the control unit 12 
includes a training data setting unit 121, a machine learning 
unit 122, a check point setting unit 124, an evaluation index 
setting unit 123, a learning result evaluating unit 125, and an 
evaluation result reflecting unit 126. The control unit 12 is an 
integrated circuit such as an application specific integrated 
circuit (ASIC) or a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or 
an electronic circuit such as a central processing unit (CPU) 
or a micro processing unit (MPU). 
007.9 The training data setting unit 121 sets a training data 
in a machine learning device that learns judgment criteria 
used for judging a result of the name identification. In this 
example, the machine learning device corresponds to the 
machine learning unit 122 to be described later and serves as 
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an SVM. The training data setting unit 121 acquires training 
datas as evaluation targets of the learning result evaluating 
unit 125 from the training data 114 and sets a plurality of 
acquired training datas in the machine learning unit 122. 
0080. The machine learning unit 122 acquires the training 
datas from the training data setting unit 121 and learns judg 
ment criteria used in the name identification process by using 
the acquired training datas. These judgment criteria are 
weighting factors for each name identification item and 
thresholds applied to the judgment of the name identification 
target. In addition, the machine learning unit 122 derives the 
learned judgment criteria as a learning result. 
0081. The evaluation index setting unit 123 sets an evalu 
ation technique used for evaluating a training data as an 
evaluation index. Such an evaluation index defines an evalu 
ation technique that includes three elements of an evaluation 
target value (target value) used for evaluation, an evaluation 
object (object value) to be driven, and a sequence for deriving 
the object value from the target value (derivation sequence). 
Here, a specific example of the evaluation index will be 
described with reference to FIG. 3. FIG. 3 is a diagram illus 
trating a specific example of the evaluation index according to 
an embodiment. In FIG. 3, an evaluation index name h1, a 
target value h2, an object value h3, and a derivation sequence 
h4 are associated with each item no h0. In addition, examples 
of the evaluation index will be described later as a “sequence 
of learning result evaluating process according to an embodi 
ment. 

I0082 For example, in a case where the item number h0 is 
“1”, the evaluation index name h1 is an “accuracy rate of the 
judgment result. This is an evaluation index used for evalu 
ating the correctness of an average judgment result. In this 
case, the judgment result (White, Gray, or Black) of the name 
identification for a check point is set as a target value h2. 
Then, based on the derivation sequence ha, a ratio of check 
points judged to be correct is calculated by detecting a differ 
ence between the judgment result and an expected value of 
the name identification result that is set in advance for each 
checkpoint at the time of setting the checkpoint, whereby the 
“accuracy rates of the judgment results' using the new and 
old training datas as object values h;3 are calculated. 
0083. In addition, in a case where the item number h0 is 
“2, the evaluation index name h1 is a “change in the classi 
fication hyperplane'. This is an evaluation index used for 
evaluating the correctness of the change in the classification 
hyperplane based on the judgment results of check points 
near the limit Surface. In this case, the judgment result of the 
name identification for the check point is set as the object 
value h2. Then, in accordance with the derivation sequence 
h4, the amount of change in the judgment results judged by 
using the learning results based on the new and old training 
datas for the judgment results (White, Gray, and Black) is 
statistically calculated, whereby the “change in the judgment 
results' based on the new and old training datas as an object 
value h3 is calculated. 

0084. Furthermore, in a case where the item number h0 is 
“3, the evaluation index nameh1 is a judgment of a signifi 
cant point. This is an evaluation index for an especially 
significant check point that is used for checking that the 
judgment result matches with the expected value all the time. 
In this case, for a significant checkpoint of which the judg 
ment result needs to be a specific judgment result in a reliable 
manner, the judgment result of the name identification for the 
specific check point is set as the object value h2. Then, in 
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accordance with the derivation sequence ha, the judgment 
result regarding whether the judgment results (White, Gray, 
or Black) judged by using the new and old training datas 
match with the judgment result set in advance is calculated as 
the object value h;3. 
0085. In addition, in a case where the item number h0 is 
“4”, the evaluation index nameh1 is a “trend of the individual 
change in the judgment results’. This is an evaluation index 
used for acquiring a change in the judgment results based on 
the new and old training datas for each check point. In this 
case, the judgment result of the name identification for each 
checkpoint is set as the target value h2. Then, in accordance 
with the derivation sequence ha, the “trend of the individual 
change in the judgment results' as a target value h3 is calcu 
lated for the judgment results judged by using the learning 
results based on the new and old training datas. In other 
words, in the derivation sequence ha, a change in the judg 
ment result from the judgment result based on the old training 
datas to the judgment result based on the new training datas is 
acquired. 
0086. Furthermore, in a case where the item number h0 is 
“5”, the evaluation index name h1 is a “trend in the total 
evaluation value'. This is an evaluation index used for acquir 
ing a detailed change in the judgment results based on the new 
and old training datas for each check point. In this case, the 
total evaluation value of a judgment result of the name iden 
tification for each check point is set as the target value h2. 
Then, in accordance with the derivation sequence ha, a “dif 
ference in the total evaluation values” as a target value h;3 is 
calculated for the total evaluation values calculated by using 
the learning results based on the new and old training datas. 
0087. In addition, in a case where the item number h0 is 
“6”, the evaluation index name h1 is a “highest value of the 
total evaluation values'. This is an evaluation index used for 
acquiring a change in the margin according to the new and old 
training datas as a change in the highest value of the total 
evaluation values. In this case, the total evaluation value of the 
judgment result of the name identification for each check 
point is set as the target value h2. Then, in accordance with the 
derivation sequence h4, the “change in the highest value of the 
total evaluation values” as the target value h;3 is calculated for 
the highest values of the total evaluation values of the judg 
ment results judged by using the learning results based on the 
new and old training datas. 
I0088 For example, in a case where the item number h0 is 
“7”, the evaluation index nameh1 is a “trend in the weighting 
factor. In this case, the learning results (weighting factors) 
based on the new and old training datas are set as the target 
value h2. Then, in accordance with the derivation sequence 
h4, a “difference in the weighting factors' as the target value 
h3 is calculated for each learning result (weighting factor) 
based on the new and old training datas, and a weighting 
factor for which the difference is large is detected. Here, the 
derivation sequence ha for deriving the object value h;3 from 
the target value h2 is performed by an evaluation executing 
unit 132. 
I0089 Referring back to FIG.1, the checkpoint setting unit 
124 sets a check point used for evaluating the training data 
based on the evaluation index set by the evaluation index 
setting unit 123. In other words, the check point setting unit 
124 sets a checkpoint that is a checkpoint used for evaluating 
the judgment criteria learned by the machine learning unit 
122 and evaluating the training data used at the time of deriv 
ing the judgment criteria and is appropriate for the evaluation 
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index. More specifically, the check point setting unit 124 
acquires an appropriate checkpoint that is appropriate for the 
evaluation index set by the evaluation index setting unit 123 
from the checkpoint 115 stored in the storage unit 11 and sets 
the acquired checkpoint in the learning result evaluating unit 
125 to be described later. 
0090. For example, in a case where the evaluation index is 
the “accuracy rate of the judgment result of the item number 
“1”, in order to accurately calculate the accuracy rate, the 
checkpoint setting unit 124 sets a checkpoint, of which the 
judgment result can be clearly judged, that is randomly 
sampled. For example, in a case where the evaluation index is 
the “change in the classification hyperplane' of the item 
number 2, the check point setting unit 124 sets a check 
point that is located near the Support vector of the classifica 
tion hyperplane (the limit surface) acquired by learning a 
preceding old training data. 
0091 For example, in a case where the evaluation index is 
the judgment of a significant point of the evaluation index 
“3, the checkpoint setting unit 124 sets a set of records for 
which a specific judgment result needs to be reliably acquired 
as a checkpoint. For example, in a case where the evaluation 
index is the “trend of the individual change in the judgment 
results of the item number “4”, the checkpoint setting unit 
124 sets check points that are sampled such that the total 
evaluation values of the judgment results judged by using the 
learning result based on the preceding old training data are 
random. 

0092 For example, in a case where the evaluation index is 
the “trend in the total evaluation value' of the evaluation 
index “5”, the check point setting unit 124, similarly to the 
case of the “trend of the individual change in the judgment 
results’ described above, sets a checkpoint. For example, in 
a case where the evaluation index is the “highest value of the 
total evaluation values” of the item number “6”, the check 
point setting unit 124 sets a check point of records of which 
the total evaluation value of the judgment result judged by 
using the learning result based on the preceding old training 
data is large. For example, in a case where the evaluation 
index is the “trend in the weighting factor of the index 
number “7”, any checkpoint is not used, and accordingly, the 
checkpoint setting unit 124 does not operate. In addition, for 
any evaluation index, in order to decrease the cost for gener 
ating the checkpoint, the checkpoint setting unit 124 may set 
a checkpoint from among the training datas 114. 
0093. The learning result evaluating unit 125 acquires a 
change in the judgment result by using the learning result 
based on the old training data set by the training data setting 
unit 121 and the judgment result using the learning result 
based on the new training data set by the training data setting 
unit 121. In addition, the learning result evaluating unit 125 
includes a name identification unit 131 and the evaluation 
executing unit 132. 
0094. The name identification unit 131 performs a name 
identification by using the learning result that is acquired 
through a learning process of the machine learning unit 122 
for the checkpoint, thereby calculating the judgment result. 
More specifically, the name identification unit 131 performs a 
name identification by using the old learning result learned by 
the machine learning unit 122 using the old learning example 
and the name identification definition 113 for the checkpoint 
set by the checkpoint setting unit 124, thereby calculating a 
judgment result. In addition, the name identification unit 131, 
for the same checkpoint, performs a name identification by 
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using the new learning result learned by the machine learning 
unit 122 using the new training data and the name identifica 
tion definition 113, and thereby calculating the judgment 
result. In the judgment result, a judgment of White regarded 
as matching, other than a judgment of Black regarded as 
no-matching, or a judgment of Gray regarded to be undeter 
minable, a total evaluation value is included. 
0.095 The evaluation executing unit 132 acquired a target 
value of the evaluation index set by the evaluation index 
setting unit 123 from the name identification unit 131 and 
calculates an object value of the evaluation index by applying 
the derivation sequence corresponding to the evaluation index 
to the acquired target value. In addition, the evaluation 
executing unit 132 stores the calculated object value of the 
evaluation index in the evaluation result 116. Furthermore, in 
the evaluation result 116, the object value defined for each 
evaluation index is stored in association with related infor 
mation Such as the training data used for the evaluation or the 
checkpoint. 
0096. For example, in a case where the “accuracy rate of 
the judgment result of the item number “1” is set as the 
evaluation index, the evaluation executing unit 132, for a 
plurality of check points for which the name identification 
results of matching or no-matching are known in advance, 
acquires the judgment result based on the new training data 
and the judgment result based on the old training data as target 
values. In addition, the evaluation executing unit 132, for the 
plurality of check points, compares expected values of the 
name identification results that are known in advance and the 
judgment results based on the old training data, calculates the 
accuracy rate according to the old training databased on the 
comparison result, and sets the calculated accuracy rate as the 
object value. Further, the evaluation executing unit 132, for 
the plurality of checkpoints, compares expected values of the 
name identification results that are known in advance and the 
judgment results based on the new training data, calculates 
the accuracy rate according to the new training databased on 
the comparison result, and sets the calculated accuracy rate as 
the object value. Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 
stores the calculated object values according to the new and 
old training datas in the evaluation result 116. 
0097. For example, in a case where the “change in the 
classification hyperplane' of the item number 2 is set as the 
evaluation index, the evaluation executing unit 132, for a 
plurality of checkpoints, acquires the judgment results based 
on the new training data and the judgment results based on the 
old training data as target values. In addition, the evaluation 
executing unit 132, for the plurality of check points, calcu 
lates the number of check points for each judgment result 
based on the old training data and the number of checkpoints 
for each judgment result based on the new training data and 
sets the numbers of check points as object values. In other 
words, the evaluation executing unit 132, sets calculation 
results of the number of checkpoints judged as the judgment 
of White, the number of checkpoints judged as the judgment 
of Black, and the number of check points judged as a judg 
ment of Gray for the new and old training datas as object 
values. Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 stores the 
calculated object values according to the new and old training 
datas in the evaluation result 116. 

0098. For example, in a case where the judgment of a 
significant point of the evaluation index '3' is set as the 
evaluation index, the evaluation executing unit 132, for a 
checkpoint for which the name identification result is known 
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in advance, acquires the judgment result based on the new 
training data and the judgment result based on the old training 
data as target values. In addition, the evaluation executing unit 
132 compares the judgment result based on the old training 
data and the judgment result based on the new training data 
with an expected value for each checkpoint, judges normality 
or abnormality, and set the judgment results as object values. 
Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 stores the calculated 
object values in the evaluation result 116. 
0099 For example, in a case where the “trend of the indi 
vidual change in the judgment results of the item number'4' 
is set as the evaluation index, the evaluation executing unit 
132, for each checkpoint, acquires the judgment result based 
on the new training data and the judgment result based on the 
old training data as target values. In addition, the evaluation 
executing unit 132 acquires checkpoints for which the judg 
ment result based on the old training data and the judgment 
result based on the new training data change and sets the 
acquired change in the judgment result for the checkpoints as 
object values. Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 stores 
the calculated object value in the evaluation result 116. 
0100 For example, in a case where the “trend in the total 
evaluation value” of the evaluation index “5” is set as the 
evaluation index, the evaluation executing unit 132, for each 
check point, acquires the total evaluation value of the judg 
ment result based on the new training data and the judgment 
result based on the old training data as target values. In addi 
tion, the evaluation executing unit 132 calculates a difference 
between the acquired total evaluation values of the judgment 
results based on the new and old training datas and sets the 
calculated result as an object value. Then, the evaluation 
executing unit 132 stores the calculated object values in the 
evaluation result 116. 

0101 
the total evaluation values' of the item number'6' is set as the 
evaluation index, the evaluation executing unit 132, for each 
check point, acquires the total evaluation value of the judg 
ment result based on the new training data and the total 
evaluation value of the judgment result based on the old 
training data as target values. In addition, the evaluation 
executing unit 132 acquires a highest value from among the 
acquired total evaluation values of the judgment results based 
on the new training data and a highest value of the total 
evaluation values of the judgment result based on the old 
training data. Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 calcu 
lates a difference between the acquired highest values and set 
the calculated result as an object value. Then, the evaluation 
executing unit 132 stores the calculated object value in the 
evaluation result 116. 

0102 For example, in a case where the “trend in the 
weighting factor of the index number “7” is set as the evalu 
ation index, the evaluation executing unit 132 acquires a 
learning result (weighting factor) based on the new training 
data and a learning result (weighting factor) based on the old 
training data as target values in association with each name 
identification target. In addition, the evaluation executing unit 
132 calculates the amount of change in the acquired weight 
ing factors of the learning results based on the new and old 
training datas for each name identification item. Then, the 
evaluation executing unit 132 sets an amount of change, 
which has a large difference, out of the calculated amounts of 
changes as an object value. Then, the evaluation executing 
unit 132 stores the object value and a corresponding weight 
ing factor in the evaluation result 116. Here, the learning 
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results (weighting factors) set as the target values or the object 
values may be targeted for all the items of the name identifi 
cation items or some items thereof. 

0103) The evaluation result reflecting unit 126 judges 
whether the object value of the new training data is a good 
change or a bad change with respect to the object value of the 
old training databased on the object value of the old training 
data and the object value of the new training data for the 
evaluation index derived by the evaluation executing unit 132. 
In other words, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 judges 
whether the new training data is better than or worse than the 
old training data. Otherwise phrased, the evaluation result 
reflecting unit 126 judges whether the learning result based 
on the new training data is better than or worse than the 
learning result based on the learning result based on the old 
training data. Here, the judgment guide and the reflection 
guide after judgment for each evaluation index will be 
described with reference to FIG. 4. FIG. 4 is a diagram illus 
trating a specific example of the reflection of an evaluation 
result for each evaluation index. In FIG. 4, each item number 
k0 is associated with an evaluation index name k1, a judgment 
guide k2, and a reflection guide after judgment k3. The evalu 
ation index name k1, similarly to the evaluation index name 
h1 illustrated in FIG. 3, represents the name of an evaluation 
index. The judgment guide k2 represents a guide for judging 
whether a new training data is good or bad based on a change 
in the object values of the new and old training datas. The 
reflection guide after judgment k3 represents a guide for 
reflecting a judgment result on a new training data after the 
judgment. In addition, a guide represented as the reflection 
guide after judgment k3 is performed by a staff (for example, 
a user). 
0104 For example, in a case where the item number is “1”, 
and the evaluation index name k1 is the “accuracy rate of the 
judgment result, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 
compares the accuracy rate as the object value of the old 
training data and the accuracy rate as the object value of the 
new training data and judges a good change (o) in a case 
where the accuracy rate of the new training data is higher than 
that of the old training data. On the other hand, in a case where 
the accuracy rate of the new training data is lower than that of 
the accuracy rate of the old training data, the evaluation result 
reflecting unit 126 judges a band change (X). After the judg 
ment, a user selects a checkpoint of which the judgment result 
is undeterminable out of the judgment results judged using 
the learning results based on the new training data and, among 
training datas included in the new training datas and are 
different from the old training datas, searches a training data 
that has a judgment result different from the expected value of 
the check point out of training datas close to the selected 
check point. Then, the user removes the retrieved training 
data from the new training data. 
0105 For example, in a case where the item number is “2. 
and the evaluation index name k1 is the “change in the clas 
sification hyperplane', the evaluation result reflecting unit 
126 compares the number of checkpoints for each judgment 
result as the object value of the old training data and the 
number of checkpoints for each judgment result as the object 
value of the new training data for each judgment result. Then, 
the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 judges a pattern of a 
judgment result of which the change is large, by referring to 
the checkpoint that results in the judgment result, as a good 
change (o) or a bad change (X). After the judgment, for the 
pattern in the case of the bad change, the user selects the check 
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point that results in the judgment result of this pattern. Then, 
among training datas that are included in the new training 
datas and is different from the old training data, a training data 
of which the judgment result is different from the checkpoint 
out of training datas close to the selected check point is 
searched, and the user removes the retrieved training data 
from the new training data. 
0106 For example, in a case where the item number is “3. 
and the evaluation index name k1 is the judgment of a 
significant point', the evaluation result reflecting unit 126, for 
a checkpoint, acquires whether or not the judgment result as 
the object value of the old training data is normal and the 
judgment result as the object value of the new training data is 
normal. Then, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126, for 
each check point of which the judgment changes, judges a 
good change (o) or a bad change (X). After the judgment, for 
the checkpoint in the case of the bad change, the user, among 
training datas that are included in the new training datas and 
are different from the old training data, Searches a training 
data of which the judgment result is different from the check 
point out of training datas close to this check point and 
removes the retrieved training data from the new training 
data. 

0107 For example, in a case where the item number is “4”. 
and the evaluation index name k1 is the “trend of the indi 
vidual change in the judgment results', the evaluation result 
reflecting unit 126, for each checkpoint, acquires a change in 
the judgment results of the old training data and the new 
training data as an object value. Then, the evaluation result 
reflecting unit 126 judges a good change (o) or a bad change 
(X) for each check point of which the judgment result 
changes. After the judgment, for the checkpoint in the case of 
the bad change, the user, among training datas that are 
included in the new training datas and are different from the 
old training data, Searches a training data of which the judg 
ment result is different from the check point out of training 
datas close to this check point and removes the retrieved 
training data from the new training data. 
0108 For example, in a case where the item number is “5”. 
and the evaluation index name k1 is the “trend in the total 
evaluation value', the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 
acquires a difference (change amount) of the total evaluation 
values of the judgment results based on the new and old 
training datas as the object value. Then, the evaluation result 
reflecting unit 126 judges a good change (o) or a bad change 
(X) for each checkpoint of which the change amount is large. 
After the judgment, for the checkpoint in the case of the bad 
change, the user, among training datas that are included in the 
new training datas and are different from the old training data, 
searches a training data of which the judgment result is dif 
ferent from the checkpoint out of training datas close to this 
checkpoint and removes the retrieved training data from the 
new training data. 
0109 For example, in a case where the item number is “6”. 
and the evaluation index name k1 is the “highest value of the 
total evaluation values”, the evaluation result reflecting unit 
126 acquires a difference of the highest values of the total 
evaluation values based on the new and old training datas as 
the object value. Then, the evaluation result reflecting unit 
126, based on the acquired difference, judges a good change 
(o) in a case where the highest value of the total evaluation 
value based on the new training data is higher than that based 
on the old training data and judges a bad change (X) in a case 
where the highest value of the total evaluation value based on 
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the new training data is lower than that based on the old 
training data. After the judgment, for the case of the bad 
change, the user detects a training data that is included in the 
new training datas and is different from the old training data 
and checks whether or not there is a contradiction between the 
detected training data and other training datas. Then, a train 
ing data having a contradiction is removed from the new 
training datas. Here, the checking of whether or not there is a 
contradiction can be performed by checking whether or not 
there is a training datas included in both the positive example 
and the negative example, for example, for a set of records 
having the same property or a close property. 
0110. For example, in a case where the item number is “7”, 
and the evaluation index name k1 is the “trend in the weight 
ing factor, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 acquires 
a change amount of the learning results (weighting factors) 
based on the new and old training datas for each name iden 
tification item as the object value. Then, the evaluation result 
reflecting unit 126 judges a good change (o) in a case where 
the weighting factor for each name identification item 
changes in a direction matching with the user sense and 
judges a bad change (X) in a case where the weighting factor 
for each name identification item changes in a direction not 
matching with the user sense. This judgment may be per 
formed by a staff or may be performed comparing the weight 
ing factor with a weighting factor predicted by a staff in 
advance and making a judgment based on the difference. 
After the judgment, in the case of a bad change, the user 
searches a training data that is included in the new training 
datas and is different from the old training data and performs 
reexamination. 

0111. Next, the operation of evaluating a learning result 
that is performed by the learning result evaluating unit 125 
will be described with reference to FIG.5. FIG.5 is a diagram 
illustrating a learning result evaluating operation of the learn 
ing result evaluating unit according to an embodiment. As 
illustrated in FIG. 5, the name identification unit 131 acquires 
a checkpoint P and applies evaluation functions defined for 
each name identification item to the values of the name iden 
tification items of the name identification source record J. and 
the name identification target record M. of the acquired check 
point P, so as to be combined. Here, it is assumed that the 
name identification items are a Zip code, an address, and a 
name, and the name identification unit 131 applies an evalu 
ation function A, an evaluation function B, and an evaluation 
function C to the zip code, the address, and the name out of the 
name identification items based on the name identification 
definition 113. 

0112 The name identification unit 131 acquires an old 
learning result g. that is learned by the name identification 
definition 113 and the machine learning unit 122 by using an 
old training data t. In the old learning result g, an old 
weighting factor of and an old thresholds for each name 
identification item are set. Then, the name identification unit 
131 adds old evaluation values acquired by multiplying val 
ues acquired by applying the evaluation functions, as a result 
of a matching, by the old weighing factors of for each name 
identification item, thereby deriving an old total evaluation 
value V. Then, the name identification unit 131 performs a 
judgment of name identification for the derived old total 
evaluation value V based on the old thresholds and out 
puts the old judgment result r to the evaluation executing 
unit 132 together with intermediate results. 
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0113. In addition, the name identification unit 131 
acquires a new learning result g, learned by the machine 
learning unit 122 by using a new training data t. In the new 
learning result g, a new weighting factor o, and a new 
thresholds, for each name identification item are set. Then, 
the name identification unit 131 adds new evaluation values 
acquired by multiplying values acquired by applying the 
evaluation functions, as a result of a matching, by the new 
weighing factors or for each name identification item, 
thereby deriving a new total evaluation value V. Then, the 
name identification unit 131 performs a judgment of name 
identification for the derived new total evaluation value V, 
based on the new thresholds, and outputs the new judgment 
result r, to the evaluation executing unit 132 together with 
intermediate results. 
0114. Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 performs 
evaluation corresponding to an evaluation index H set by the 
evaluation index setting unit 123 by using the new judgment 
result r and the old judgment result r or the new total 
evaluation value V, and the old total evaluation value V as 
intermediate results as target values. In other words, the 
evaluation executing unit 132 acquires target values (the new 
judgment result r, the old judgment result r, the new 
total evaluation value V, the old evaluation value V, and 
the like) for the evaluation index H from the name identifica 
tion unit 131 and applies a derivation sequence corresponding 
to the evaluation index H to the acquired target values so as to 
calculate the object value of the evaluation index H. Then, the 
evaluation executing unit 132 outputs the calculated object 
value of the evaluation index H to the evaluation result reflect 
ing unit 126. 
0115. As a result, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126, 
for a check point P. monitors a change between the old 
judgment result r, and the new judgment result rel, a 
change between the old total evaluation value V and the new 
total evaluation value V, and the like and judges a change 
in a good direction or a change in a bad direction, thereby 
judging the new learning result g, and the new training data 
t to be good or bad. Then, the evaluation result reflecting 
unit 126 applies feedback of the result of the judgment to the 
new training datat, or reflects the result of the judgment on the 
checkpoint P. 
0116 Sequence of Learning Result Evaluating Process 
According to Embodiment 
0117 Next, the sequence of a learning result evaluating 
process according to an embodiment will be described with 
reference to FIG. 6A. FIG. 6A is a flowchart illustrating the 
learning result evaluating process according to an embodi 
ment. 

0118 First, the control unit 12 reads the name identifica 
tion definition 113 and sets environments of each function 
Such as a name identification function or a learning function 
in Step S11. Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 reads an 
evaluation index that is an output of the evaluation index 
setting unit 123 and sets the evaluation index in Step S12. This 
evaluation index includes three elements of a value (target 
value) of an evaluation target used for evaluation, an object 
value to be derived, and the derivation sequence of deriving 
the object value from the target value. 
0119 Then, the name identification unit 131 reads a check 
point that is an output of the checkpoint setting unit 124 and 
sets the checkpoint in Step S13. Then, the machine learning 
unit 122 acquires new and old training datas from the training 
data setting unit 121, performs learning using the acquired 
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new and old training datas, and outputs the new and old 
learning results to the name identification unit 131 in Step 
S14. 

I0120 Subsequently, the name identification unit 131 
selects one set of check points in Step S15. Then, the name 
identification unit 131 performs evaluation of the selected 
checkpoints by using the old learning result and acquires an 
old target value of the evaluation index in Step S16. In addi 
tion, the name identification unit 131 performs evaluation of 
the selected checkpoints by using the new learning result and 
acquires a new target value of the evaluation index in Step 
S17. 

I0121 Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 derives an 
object value from the new and old target values in accordance 
with the sequence of deriving the evaluation index and 
records the object value in the evaluation result 116 in Step 
S18. Then, the name identification unit 131 judges whether or 
not there is remaining check points in Step S19. In a case 
where it is judged that there are remaining checkpoints (Yes 
in Step S19), the name identification unit 131 proceeds to 
Step S15 so as to evaluate the remaining checkpoints. On the 
other hand, in a case where it is judged that there is no 
remaining check point (No in Step S19), the evaluation 
executing unit 132 counts all the recorded object values and 
records the counted result in the evaluation result 116 in 
accordance with the evaluation index in Step S20. 
0.122 Sequence of Evaluation Result Reflecting Process 
According to Embodiment 
I0123 Subsequently, the sequence of an evaluation result 
reflecting process according to an embodiment will be 
described with reference to FIG. 6B. FIG. 6B is a flowchart 
illustrating the sequence of the evaluation result reflecting 
process according to an embodiment. 
0.124 First, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 checks 
an evaluation index in Step S31 and acquires the evaluation 
result 116 for the evaluation index that is recorded by the 
evaluation executing unit 132 in Step S32. Next, the evalua 
tion result reflecting unit 126 judges whether the object value 
of the new training data is a good change orabad change with 
respect to the object value of the old training databased on the 
acquired evaluation result based on the judgment guide (k2) 
of the evaluation index in Step S33. 
0.125. In a case where there is a good change (normality (o) 
in Step S34), the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 ends the 
process. On the other hand, in a case where there is a bad 
change (abnormality (x) in Step S34), the evaluation result 
reflecting unit 126 extracts training datas that are included in 
the new training datas and are different between the new and 
old training datas in Step S35 and searches a training data that 
is the cause of the abnormality out of the training datas 
extracted based on the reflection guide after the judgment of 
the evaluation index (k3) in Step S36. Then, the training data 
specified as the cause is removed from the new training datas 
in Step S37. Here, the process of Step S36 and Step S37 may 
be performed by a staff accompanying a judgment made by 
the staff. 

0.126 Finally, evaluation of the learning result is per 
formed again by using the training datas from which the cause 
is removed as the new training data, checks that correct is 
made correctly in Step S38, and ends the evaluation result 
reflecting process. 
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0127. Neighbor Training Data Searching Process Accord 
ing to Embodiment 
0128. The processing sequence of searching a training 
data close to a specific check point that can be used in Step 
S36 illustrated in FIG. 6B will be described with reference to 
FIG. 6C. FIG. 6C is a flowchart illustrating the sequence of a 
neighbor training data searching process according to an 
embodiment. 
0129. First, one set of checkpoints as a target is specified 
in Step S41, a name identification process using a learning 
result based on the new training data is performed for the 
specified check point, and the intermediate results of the 
name identification process is recorded in Step S42. Here, as 
the recording of the intermediate result, an evaluation value 
acquired by multiplying a value acquired by applying an 
evaluation function to a target item by a weighting factor is 
recorded. 
0130. Then, all the training datas as search targets are 
specified in Step S43, a name identification process using a 
learning result based on the new training data is performed for 
all the specified training datas, and the intermediate result of 
the name identification process is recorded in Step S44. Next, 
a matching between the intermediate result of the checkpoint 
that is recorded in Step S42 and the intermediate result of the 
training data that is recorded in Step S44 is performed, 
whereby a distance is calculated in Step S45. In this matching 
process, the distance is calculated by acquiring a difference 
between weighted evaluation values for all the name identi 
fication items and adding the differences. 
0131 Finally, a closest training data of the training datas 
acquired in Step S45 is output as a search result in Step S46, 
and the search process ends. 
0132 Here, specific examples of the evaluation of a learn 
ing result and the reflection of the evaluation result for each 
evaluation index will be described with reference to FIGS. 7A 
to 7G. In FIGS. 7A to 7F, “” represents a checkpoint that has 
White as an expected value of the name identification, and 
“0” represents a check point that has Black as an expected 
value of the name identification. In addition, a triangular mark 
represents a checkpoint for an evaluation index that does not 
use an expected value of the name identification. 
0.133 FIG. 7A is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is the “accuracy rate of the judgment result 
of item number '1'. In such an evaluation index, the evalua 
tion executing unit 132, for check points that have been 
judged by the user inadvance and are randomly set, calculates 
the accuracy rate of the judgment of the name identification as 
an object value. In the example illustrated in FIG. 7A, a total 
of five checkpoints of White and Black are set. Since all the 
judgment results of the name identifications based on the old 
training datas are correctly judged, the evaluation executing 
unit 132 calculates the accuracy rate as 100%. In addition, 
since the judgment results of the name identifications based 
on the new training datas are three correct results of White and 
four correct results of Black, the evaluation executing unit 
132 calculates the total accuracy rate as 7 results/10 
results=70%. Furthermore, since the accuracy rate of the new 
training datas is lower than that of the old training datas, the 
evaluation result reflecting unit 126 judges a bad change (X). 
0134. Thereafter, the user selects check points of which 
judgment results of the name identifications based on the new 
training datas are incorrect and, out of training datas that have 
a new training data close to the selected checkpoint and are 
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different from the old training datas, a new training data for 
which a judgment different from the expected value of the 
check point is made is removed. More specifically, out of 
training datas of negative examples that existin an upper Gray 
(Gray on the positive side of the classification hyperplane) 
area or positive examples that exist in a lower Gray (Gray on 
the negative side of the classification hyperplane) area, train 
ing datas added as new training datas are checked and 
removed. 
0.135 FIG. 7B is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is the “change in the classification hyper 
plane' of item number 2. In such an evaluation index, the 
evaluation executing unit 132, for checkpoints of which the 
total evaluation values are near the support vector of the 
classification hyperplane (limit surface), calculates the 
change in the judgment result of the name identification as an 
object value, thereby sensitively acquiring the change of the 
classification hyperplane. In the example illustrated in FIG. 
7B, a total of five checkpoints of White and Black of that are 
close to the limit surface are set. Then, the evaluation execut 
ing unit 132 calculates three check points of White, three 
check points of Gray, and four check points of Black as the 
judgment results of the name identifications based on the old 
training datas. In addition, the evaluation executing unit 132 
calculates three check points of White, five check points of 
Gray, and two checkpoints of Black as the judgment results of 
the name identifications based on the new training datas. 
Then, the evaluation executing unit 132 calculates a change in 
the judgment results as 0 in the change of White, +2 results in 
the change in Gray, and -2 results in the change in Black. 
Furthermore, since the number of judgments of Gray 
increases, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 judges a 
bad change (X). In other words, in the case of the judgment 
result of the name identification based on the new training 
datas, the classification hyperplane moves to the lower side 
(the limit Surface is extended), Gray is extended, and, as a 
result, the number of judgments of Black decreases. 
0.136 Thereafter, the user selects check points (check 
points of mark “o as the result of the name identification 
based on the new training datas illustrated in FIG. 7B) of 
which judgment results change for the boundary face 
between the Gray and Black that are bad changes. Next, out of 
new training datas that are close to the selected checkpoint, 
are included in the new training datas, and are different from 
the old training data, a new training data for which a judgment 
different from the judgment of the check point is removed. 
More specifically, out of training datas of negative examples 
that exist in the upper Gray (Gray on the positive side of the 
classification hyperplane) area or positive examples that exist 
in the lower Gray (Gray on the negative side of the classifi 
cation hyperplane) area, training datas added as new training 
datas are checked and removed. In the case of this example, 
the training datas may be removed only from the latter lower 
Gray area. 
0.137 FIG. 7C is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is the judgment of the significant point of 
item number'3”. In such an evaluation index, the evaluation 
executing unit 132, for checkpoints needs to result in specific 
judgment results in a reliable manner, the evaluation execut 
ing unit 132 calculates whether or not the judgment result of 
the name identification is normal as an object value. In the 
example illustrated in FIG. 7C, two checkpoints are respec 
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tively set with respect to White and Black. Then, the evalua 
tion executing unit 132 judges that the judgment result of the 
name identification based on the old training data as normal. 
In addition, in the judgment result of the name identification 
based on the new training data, one check point of White is 
judged as Gray, and accordingly, the evaluation executing 
unit 132 judges that this check point is abnormal. Further 
more, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 judges the 
checkpoints judged as abnormal as a bad change (X). There 
after, for example, the user removes a new training data that is 
close (estimated cause) to the check point judged as a bad 
change. 
0138 FIG. 7D is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is the “individual change trend in the judg 
ment result of item number “4”. In such an evaluation index, 
the evaluation executing unit 132, for check points selected 
Such that the total evaluation values based on the old training 
datas are random, sets the trend of the change in the judgment 
result based on the new and old training datas as an object 
value. In the example illustrated in FIG. 7D, the evaluation 
executing unit 132 judges that a checkpoint (4) changes from 
White to Gray, and a checkpoint (7) changes from Black to 
Gray. In this case, the user, for example, for the changed 
check points (4) and (7), judges a good change (o) or a bad 
change (X) for each change. Then, in the case of the bad 
change, the user removes a new training data close to the 
check point judged as the bad change. In addition, in a case 
where the judgment results are different for a plurality of 
checkpoints, the user may sort the judgment results by using 
the total evaluation value of the judgment result based on the 
old training datas and check only the checkpoints close to the 
boundary of judgments (White/Gray/Black). 
0139 FIG. 7E is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is “trend in the total evaluation value' of 
item number “5”. In such an evaluation index, the evaluation 
executing unit 132, for check points set such that the total 
evaluation value based on the old training data is random, sets 
a difference between the judgment results based on the new 
and old training datas as the object value. In this evaluation 
index, in a case where there is abnormality in the above 
described index "trend of the individual change in the judg 
ment result, the evaluation executing unit 132 judges the 
variation in the total evaluation value by excluding the effect 
of the threshold, and accordingly, a more detailed cause can 
be investigated. In the example illustrated in FIG. 7E, it is 
understood that the evaluation is tilted to the classification 
hyperplane side with a value less than two times for a check 
point located far from the classification hyperplane, for 
example, a checkpoint (1), and the change amount for check 
points (4) and (5) is 0.5 point. 
0140 FIG. 7F is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of the evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is the “highest value of total evaluation 
values” of item number “6”. In such an evaluation index, the 
evaluation executing unit 132, for a checkpoint of which the 
total evaluation value based on the old training data is the 
highest value, sets the variation in the highest values of the 
total evaluation values based on the new and old training datas 
as the object value. In the example illustrated in FIG. 7F, the 
evaluation executing unit 132 acquires the highest value of 
the total evaluation value based on the old training datas as 8.2 
and the highest value of the total evaluation value based on the 
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new training data as 4.2 and calculates a difference between 
the acquired highest values as -4.0. Furthermore, since the 
highest value of the total evaluation value based on the new 
training data is lower than that based on the old training data, 
the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 judges a bad change 
(X). As a result, it can be understood that there may be a cause 
incurring a contradiction in the correction (a difference from 
the old training data) made for the new training data, and 
accordingly, the user reexamines sets of records of training 
datas, for example, that are included in the new training datas 
and are not included in the old training datas. 
0141 FIG. 7G is a diagram illustrating a specific example 
of the reflection of an evaluation result in a case where the 
evaluation index is the “trend in the weighting factor of item 
number “7”. In such an evaluation index, the reflection pro 
cess can be performed regardless of check points, and the 
evaluation executing unit 132, for the “weighting factor of 
each name identification item that is derived as a result of 
performing learning based on the new and old training datas, 
compares the new and old training datas and sets a difference 
between the weighting factors for each name identification 
item as the object value. In the example illustrated in FIG.7G, 
the number of the name identification items is ten, and the 
evaluation executing unit 132 calculates the variation in the 
weighting factor based on the weighting factor for each name 
identification item that is derived as a result of the learning 
based on the new and old training datas. In addition, the 
evaluation result reflecting unit 126 selects a company name 
(i1), a company name Kana (i2), a Zip code (17), and an 
address (i8) that are name identification items having a large 
variation. Then, out of the selected name identification items, 
the signs of the variation in the company name (i1), the 
company name Kana (i2) are inverted, the weighting factor of 
the company name Kana (i2) is higher than that of the com 
pany name (i1), and there is a change in a direction opposite 
to the user sense, whereby the evaluation result reflecting unit 
126 judges a bad change (X). As a result, the user reexamines 
a set of records of training datas, for example, that is included 
in the new training data and is not included in the old training 
data. 

Advantages of Embodiment 

0142. According to the above-described embodiment, the 
information matching apparatus 1 sets a training data in the 
machine learning unit 122 that is configured by a Supervised 
learning type machine learning device that learns a judgment 
criteria used for the judgment of the name identification. 
Then, the information matching apparatus 1 sets checkpoints 
each configured by two records as one set that are used for 
evaluating a training data. Then, the information matching 
apparatus 1 acquires a change between the old judgment 
result using the learning result based on the set old training 
data and the new judgment result using the learning result 
based on the new training data for the set check points and 
evaluates the new training databased on the acquired change. 
0143. In such a configuration, since the information 
matching apparatus 1 acquires a change between the old 
judgment result and the new judgment result using the learn 
ing results based on the new and old training datas for the 
checkpoints and evaluates the new training databased on the 
acquired change, the validness of the new training data or the 
contradiction between training datas can be evaluated. As a 
result, the information matching apparatus 1 can generate an 
appropriate training databased on the evaluation. In addition, 
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since the information matching apparatus 1 can evaluate the 
validness of the training data, the degradation of the quality of 
the judgment result according to incorrect learning (errone 
ous learning) due to an incorrect training data or biased learn 
ing (over-learning) due to biased training data can be pre 
vented. As a result, the information matching apparatus 1 can 
assure the stability of the judgment result of the name iden 
tification and can reduce the costs relating to the name iden 
tification. 
0144. In addition, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 ana 
lyzes the evaluation result evaluated by the learning result 
evaluating unit 125 and reflects the evaluation result on the 
new training data. In Such a configuration, the evaluation 
result reflecting unit 126 can assure to improve the learning 
result toward a desired direction based on the reflected new 
training data. 
0145. Furthermore, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the evaluation executing unit 132 can acquired 
the expected value of the judgment in advance and, for a 
plurality of check points, acquires a change in the accuracy 
rate of the judgment result using the learning result based on 
the old training datas and the accuracy rate of the judgment 
result using the learning result based on the new training data. 
In Such a configuration, since the evaluation executing unit 
132, based on the change in the accuracy rate of the old 
training datas and the accuracy rate of the new training data, 
can judge a good change or a bad change, the average valid 
ness of the new training datas can be reliably evaluated. 
0146 In addition, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the evaluation executing unit 132, for a plurality 
of check points located near the limit Surface, acquires a 
change in the number of checkpoints for each judgment result 
using the learning result based on the old training data and the 
number of the checkpoints for each judgment result using the 
learning result based on the new training data. In such a 
configuration, since the evaluation executing unit 132 can 
check the direction of the movement of the judgment result as 
the direction of White or the direction of Black based on the 
change in the number of check points for each judgment 
result, a change in the classification hyperplane or the limit 
Surface can be sensitively checked. 
0147 Furthermore, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the evaluation executing unit 132, for signifi 
cant check points of which the expected values of the judg 
ment results are known in advance, checks whether the judg 
ment result using the learning result based on the old training 
data matches with the expected value. Then, the evaluation 
executing unit 132, for check points of which the expected 
values of the judgment results are known, checks whether the 
judgment result using the learning result based on the new 
training datas matches with the expected values. Then, the 
evaluation executing unit 132 acquires a change in the judg 
ment results based on the new and old training datas for the 
check points. In Such a configuration, since the evaluation 
executing unit 132 can check whether the judgment results 
based on the new and old training datas for each significant 
checkpoint is normal, the validness of the new training data 
can be reliably evaluated, and accordingly, the evaluation 
results of the checkpoints can be assured. 
0148. In addition, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the evaluation executing unit 132, for each of 
check points that are selected such that the total evaluation 
values based on the old training datas are random, acquires a 
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change in the judgment result using the learning result based 
on the old training data and the judgment result using the 
learning result based on the new training data. In such a 
configuration, the evaluation executing unit 132, for each of 
checkpoints distributed over the entire area of the total evalu 
ation values based on the old training datas, the trend of the 
change in the judgment result based on the new and old 
training datas can be acquired, and a specific check point 
having a bad change in the judgment results based on the new 
and old training datas can be known, whereby the new train 
ing datas located near the check point can be refined as the 
candidates for training datas to be considered. 
0149 Furthermore, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the evaluation executing unit 132, for each of 
check points that are selected such that the total evaluation 
values based on the old training datas are random, acquires a 
change in the total evaluation value as the judgment result 
using the learning result based on the old training data and the 
total evaluation value as the judgment result using the learn 
ing result based on the new training data. In Such a configu 
ration, the evaluation executing unit 132 can Support to check 
the cause of a detailed change based on the change in the total 
evaluation value from which the effect of the threshold is 
excluded. 
0150. In addition, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the evaluation executing unit 132 acquires a 
change in the maximum value of the total evaluation value as 
the judgment result using the learning result based on the old 
training datas and the maximum value of the total evaluation 
value as the judgment result using the learning result based on 
the new training datas. In such a configuration, the evaluation 
executing unit 132 acquires a change in the maximum values 
of the total evaluation values of the new and old training datas, 
and the size of the margin of the learning result can be indi 
rectly detected, whereby the possibility of the presence and 
the degree of a cause incurring a contradiction in training 
datas of a difference between the new and old training datas 
can be acquired. 
0151. Furthermore, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the evaluation executing unit 132 acquires a 
change in the weighting factor of the learning result used for 
the judgment of the old training datas and the weighting factor 
of the learning result used for the judgment of the new train 
ing datas. In Such a configuration, the evaluation executing 
unit 132 acquires a change in the weighting factors of the 
learning results based on the new and old training datas, 
whereby it can be checked that the weighting factor derived as 
a result of learning matches with the human sense. 
0152. In addition, according to the above-described 
embodiment, the checkpoint setting unit 124 can selectively 
set check points from among training datas 114 stored as 
positive examples and negative examples in advance. In Such 
a configuration, the check point setting unit 124 sets the 
training data of the positive example as a checkpoint having 
an expected value of the judgment of White and sets the 
training data of the negative example as a checkpoint having 
an expected value of the judgment of Black, whereby the 
checkpoints can be selected and set in an easy manner. 
0153. Program and the Like 
0154) In addition, the information matching apparatus 1 
can be realized by mounting each function of the storage unit 
11, the control unit 12, and the like described above in an 
information processing apparatus Such as a general personal 
computer or a workstation. 
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O155 In addition, the constituent elements of the informa 
tion matchingapparatus 1 illustrated in the figures do not need 
to be physically configured as illustrated in the figures. In 
other words, a specific form of the distribution or integration 
of the information matching apparatus 1 is not limited to that 
illustrated in the figure, and the entirety or a part thereof may 
be configured so as to be physically divided or integrated in an 
arbitrary unit based on various loads, the use state, and the 
like. For example, the learning result evaluating unit 125 and 
the evaluation result reflecting unit 126 may be integrated as 
one unit. On the other hand, the evaluation result reflecting 
unit 126 may be divided into a judgment unit that judges the 
new training data to be good or bad based on the evaluation 
results based on the new and old training datas and a reflection 
unit that reflects the judgment of the new training data as good 
or bad on the new training data. In addition, Various DBS Such 
as the name identification target DB 112 and the name iden 
tification source DB 111 may be connected to the information 
matching apparatus 1 through a network as external devices 
of the information matching apparatus 1. 
0156. In addition, various processes described in the 
above-described embodiment can be realized by executing a 
program prepared in advance by using a computer Such as a 
personal computer or a workstation. Thus, hereinafter, an 
example of a computer that executes an information matching 
program having the same functions as those of the control unit 
12 of the information matching apparatus 1 illustrated in FIG. 
1 will be described with reference to FIG. 8. 

0157 FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating the computer that 
executes the information matching program. As illustrated in 
FIG. 8, a computer 1000 includes a RAM 1010, a network 
interface device 1020, an HDD 1030, a CPU 1040, a medium 
reading device 1050, and a bus 1060. The RAM 1010, the 
network interface device 1020, the HDD 1030, the CPU 1040, 
the medium reading device 1050 are interconnected through 
the bus 1060. 

0158. In the HDD 1030, an information matching program 
1031 that has the same function as that of the control unit 12 
illustrated in FIG. 1 is stored. In addition, in the HDD 1030, 
information matching-related information 1032 correspond 
ing to the name identification target DB 112, the name iden 
tification source DB 111, the name identification definition 
113, the training data 114, the check point 115, and the 
evaluation result 116 illustrated in FIG. 1 is stored. 

0159. As the CPU 1040 reads out the information match 
ing program 1031 from the HDD 1030 and expands the infor 
mation matching program 1031 in the RAM 1010, the infor 
mation matching program 1031 serves as an information 
matching process 1011. The information matching process 
1011 appropriately expands the information and the like read 
out from the information matching-related information 1032 
in an area of the RAM 1010 that is assigned by the informa 
tion matching process 1011 and performs various data pro 
cessing based on the expanded data and the like. 
0160 Even in a case where the information matching pro 
gram 1031 or the information matching-related information 
1032 is not stored in the HDD 1030, the medium reading 
device 1050 reads out the information matching program 
1031 or the information matching-related information 1032 
from a medium that stores the information matching program 
1031 or the information matching-related information 1032 
or the like. As examples of the medium reading device 1050, 
there are a CD-ROM and an optical disk device. In addition, 
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the network interface device 1020 is a device that is connected 
to an external device through a network and corresponds to a 
wired or wireless connection. 
0.161. In addition, the information matching program 1031 
or the information matching-related information 1032 
described above does not need to be stored in the HDD 1030, 
and the program or data stored on the medium reading device 
1050 such as a CD-ROM may be read out and executed by the 
computer 1000. Furthermore, the program or the data may be 
stored in another computer (or a server) or the like that is 
connected to the computer 1000 through a public line, the 
Internet, a LAN, a wide area network (WAN), or the like. In 
such a case, the computer 1000 reads out the program or the 
data from another computer through the network interface 
device 1020 and executes the program or the like. 
0162. In a name identification process based on supervised 
learning, appropriate learning data can be generated, and the 
degradation of the judgment result of the name identification 
can be prevented by applying feedback to Supervised data and 
the like. 
0163 All examples and conditional language recited 
herein are intended for pedagogical purposes to aid the reader 
in understanding the invention and the concepts contributed 
by the inventor to furthering the art, and are to be construed as 
being without limitation to Such specifically recited examples 
and conditions, nor does the organization of such examples in 
the specification relate to a showing of the Superiority and 
inferiority of the invention. Although the embodiment of the 
present invention has been described in detail, it should be 
understood that the various changes, Substitutions, and alter 
ations could be made hereto without departing from the spirit 
and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An information matching apparatus comprising: 
a processor; and 
a memory, wherein the processor executes: 
setting Supervised data in a machine learning device of 

Supervised learning that learns judgment criteria used 
forajudgment of identicalness, similarity, and relevance 
between a plurality of records by matching the records 
configured by sets of values corresponding to items; 

setting a checkpoint configured by one set of two records 
used for evaluating the Supervised data set at the setting 
Supervised data; and 

evaluating, for the check point set at the setting a check 
point, by acquiring a change between a judgment result 
using judgment criteria derived as a result of learning 
based on first Supervised data set at the setting Super 
vised data and a judgment result using judgment criteria 
derived as a result of learning based on second Super 
vised data set at the setting Supervised data and by evalu 
ating the Supervised databased on the acquired change. 

2. The information matching apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the evaluating, includes a reflecting that analyzes 
an evaluation result that is evaluated and reflects the evalua 
tion result on the Supervised data. 

3. The information matching apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the evaluating, for a plurality of the checkpoints of 
which expected values are known in advance, acquires a 
change between a ratio of the checkpoints having the judg 
ment result using the judgment criteria based on the first 
Supervised data as the expected value and a ratio of the check 
points having the judgment result using the judgment criteria 
based on the second Supervised data as the expected value. 
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4. The information matching apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the evaluating, for a plurality of the checkpoints, 
acquires a change between the number of the checkpoints for 
each judgment result using the judgment criteria of the first 
supervised data and the number of the checkpoints for each 
judgment result using the judgment criteria of the second 
Supervised data. 

5. The information matching apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the evaluating, for a plurality of the checkpoints of 
which expected values are known in advance, acquires a 
change between whether the judgment result using the judg 
ment criteria of the first supervised data matches with the 
expected value and whether the judgment result using the 
judgment criteria of the second Supervised data matches with 
the expected value. 

6. The information matching apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the evaluating, for each check point, acquires a 
change between the judgment result using the judgment cri 
teria of the first Supervised data and the judgment result using 
the judgment criteria of the second Supervised data. 

7. The information matching apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the evaluating, for each check point, acquires a 
change between a degree for judging identicalness as the 
judgment result using the judgment criteria of the first Super 
vised data and a degree for judging identicalness as the judg 
ment result using the judgment criteria of the second Super 
vised data. 

8. The information matching apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the evaluating, for the check point, acquires a 
change between a maximum of a degree as the judgment 
result using the judgment criteria of the first Supervised data 
and a maximum of a degree as the judgment result using the 
judgment criteria of the second Supervised data. 

9. The information matching apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the evaluating, acquires a change between the 
judgment criteria used for the judgment of the first Supervised 
data and the judgment criteria used for the judgment of the 
second Supervised data set by the training data setting unit. 
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10. The information matching apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein the setting check point, selects the check 
point out of the Supervised data and sets the selected check 
point. 

11. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium 
having stored therein an information matching program caus 
ing an information matching apparatus to execute a process 
comprising: 

setting Supervised data in a machine learning device of 
Supervised learning that learns judgment criteria used 
forajudgment of identicalness, similarity, and relevance 
between a plurality of records by matching the records 
configured by sets of values corresponding to items; 

setting a checkpoint configured by one set of two records 
used for evaluating the set Supervised data; and 

acquiring a change between a judgment result using judg 
ment criteria derived as a result of learning based on set 
first Supervised data and a judgment result using judg 
ment criteria derived as a result of learning based on set 
second Supervised data for the set checkpoint and evalu 
ating the Supervised databased on the acquired change. 

12. A method of matching information performed by an 
information matching apparatus, the method comprising: 

setting Supervised data in a machine learning device of 
Supervised learning that learns judgment criteria used 
forajudgment of identicalness, similarity, and relevance 
between a plurality of records by matching the records 
configured by sets of values corresponding to items; 

setting a checkpoint configured by one set of two records 
used for evaluating the set Supervised data; and 

acquiring a change between a judgment result using judg 
ment criteria derived as a result of learning based on set 
first Supervised data and a judgment result using judg 
ment criteria derived as a result of learning based on set 
second Supervised data for the set checkpoint and evalu 
ating the Supervised databased on the acquired change. 
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